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Abstract

Explosive growth of Internet of Things and cloud computing technologies has enabled

the creation of more connected vehicles. As vehicles are becoming more connected the

use cases of surrounding them are ambiguous. The goal of this thesis is to perform a

literature review to see what use cases there are for connected vehicles, and if it is possible

to categorize these use case scenarios to clear categories.

The results of this thesis indicate that there are three main use case categories for

connected vehicles. First category was vehicle state monitoring which was used to

monitor vehicle’s diagnostic data, to monitor emission control tampering and to

determine if the vehicle has had a collision. Second category were about vehicle

management where connected vehicle technologies were used to deliver smart vehicle

information services and to perform remote updating of a vehicle. Third category was

vehicle state controlling, where use case scenarios of this category created an adaptive

suspension control application and battery usage optimization application by utilizing

cloud backend. Safe route assisting application also utilized cloud technologies. As well

as remote control of a vehicle and digital twin based driving assist system. These use

case categories could also be differentiated by their communication method between the

vehicle and remote backend. There are three main communication methods; active

communication where remote backend only sent data to vehicle, passive communication

in which the remote backend was passive receiver of the vehicle data and hybrid

two-way communication between vehicle and remote backend.

Primary contribution of this thesis was that framework for defining different connected

vehicle use case scenarios was established. Primary limitation of this thesis was that low

amount of publications were considered for review, and for future research it is

recommended to expand this topic to include more publications for review and to also

consider what are the common characteristics in each use case scenario.
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1 Introduction

Ever since the invention of an ECU (Electronic Control Unit) over 30 years ago vehicles

have had more software included in them (Coppola & Morisio, 2016). This is expected

to continue since vehicles are going to be more software based than ever with the general

shift to EVs (electrical vehicles). However, this rising amount of software still hasn’t

reached the other parts of the infrastructure yet and vehicles are still traditionally seen as

”moving silos”. Meaning that the vehicle doesn’t communicate with outer world and they

function in their own isolated local environment (Ebert & Favaro, 2017).

Emerging trends such as IoT (Internet of Things) technologies and cloud computing are

however quickly changing this and applications surrounding vehicle connectivity domain

are on the rise. These development areas are not just concentrated on getting just the

vehicle connected to internet as a passive unit, but to connect the car as an interactive

element to the infrastructure around it, such as other vehicles and road networking services.

Coppola and Morisio (2016) states that by 2020 75% newly built vehicles will have

possibility of internet connectivity built-in to them. And as most of the people now carry

powerful smartphones with them it is easier to build applications for connected vehicles

use cases. Some of the possible use cases for connected vehicle applications and services

are smart infotainment interfaces, vehicle cloud management services, and vehicle

driving assists (Coppola & Morisio, 2016; Olariu et al., 2017).

It is clear that vehicles are becoming more software oriented and connected to outside

environment, and are concerned as ”computers on wheels”, rather than just isolated

entities. But what is not entirely clear is that what kind of usage these connected cars are

trying to achieve and provide. Is it possible to differentiate certain use cases to clear

categories?

The goal of this thesis is to perform a literature review and to answer the research question

ofWhat use cases there are for connected vehicles? And to try to categorize identified

use cases to clear categories. The research question is limited to use cases that adhere to

definition of a connected vehicle, which is following: a) the vehicle has in-vehicle system

that enables connectivity, b) the vehicle has ability to communicate with outside world

c) the vehicle is connected to remote system, other infrastructure and/or other vehicles.

Other limitations are that the use case should have a cloud or other remote server in it, and

only articles released in 21st century are considered.

Main motivation for this thesis topic is that there are not many literature reviews done

concerning this topic, and for connected vehicles there are many expectations regarding

on what kind of a problems they can solve. Connected vehicle applications and services

are still in their infant stage and are looking for the correct way to grow and foster which

makes this domain an exciting research topic.

This thesis is divided as follows, in chapter 3 prior research and definition of a connected

vehicle is opened and explained. In chapter 4 results of the literature review are reported,

and in chapter 5 these results are examined further. And in chapter 6 conclusion of thesis

is drawn. Appendices included are research plan as appendix A and found use case

categories as appendix B.
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2 Connected vehicle

In this section main concepts and principles of connected vehicle are defined according to

prior research.

One of the key things to keep inmindwhen considering connected vehicle, is to understand

that connected vehicle does not only mean that the vehicle has internet connectivity ie, a

4G modem, in it. As Mahmood (2020) states connected vehicle is a vehicle that has the

ability to connect to internet and to other external objects surrounding it. These objects

could be road infrastructure objects or other moving objects such as other vehicles or

pedestrians (Zhou et al., 2020), or it could be dedicated remote system such as a cloud

service (Ghafarian & Sardari, 2020).

Coppola and Morisio (2016) defines connected vehicle further by separating it to four

distinctive capabilities.

• has constant internet connectivity which is provided by built in in-vehicle device or

device brought by the user

• has modern infotainment system which offers graphical gateway to users

• is able to interact with other external objects by using Vehicle-to-Infrastructure

connectivity technologies

• is able to interact with other vehicles on the road with Vehicle-to-Vehicle

connectivity technologies

Mahmood (2020) has very similar definition of connected vehicles as Coppola andMorisio

(2016) above, but by using more abstract definition of basic three layered IoT technology

stack.

• Object has sensors and other devices to gather and transmit data

• Has an active internet connectivity for transmitting data outside of the object, and

to allow connectivity to other objects

• Data is transmitted to remote platform, such as cloud platform for further usage.

Which allows to control and monitor objects

By these definitions main concepts of connected vehicle can be divided to following sub-

categories - In-vehicle backend, connectivity technologies and connectivity backend. In

next subchapters these concepts are examined in more detail.

2.1 In-vehicle backend

The in-vehicle backend concerns devices which interact with the vehicle itself by

transmitting and receiving data to and from it. This in-vehicle device could also provide

a graphical gateway - an infotainment system, to the services and applications the user is

using (Ghafarian & Sardari, 2020; Mahmood, 2020). This device also provides needed

connectivity modems, protocols and sensors - such as cellular, WiFi, Bluetooth, or other

sensors such as LiDAR (Ghafarian & Sardari, 2020).
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These in-vehicle backend devices, or gateways, could be built-in devices by the car

manufacturer, such as Ford SYNC which was one of the earliest modern in-vehicle

communication and connectivity system in a vehicle (Coppola & Morisio, 2016).

Vehicle can also have an external device, diagnostics scanner or ”dongle” which are then

connected to On-Board Diagnostics (OBD-II) port and in this way allows the device to

receive data from the vehicle, and provide connected services for the user (Ghafarian &

Sardari, 2020; Siegel et al., 2018). As OBD-II port is included in older cars it enables the

creation of connected services and applications for cars produced after 1990s (Coppola &

Morisio, 2016).

Other popular way to provide these smart connectivity applications and service is

through the use of users own smartphone (Ghafarian & Sardari, 2020). Several

manufacturers, such Google and Apple have built systems which allows the user to

connect their smartphone to the vehicle and in this way to link the car and phone

(Coppola & Morisio, 2016). In these Smart Device Link in-vehicle backends the

smartphone is the gateway to outside world, as smartphones have Bluetooth, 4g LTE and

GPS connectivity built-in to them (Ghafarian & Sardari, 2020; Mahmood, 2020).

These in-vehicle backend devices are typically connected to intra-vehicle network in the

vehicle (Berdigh & El Yassini, 2017). This network consists of several electronic

control units (ECUs), which are practically small computers that are connected to

various actuators, sensors and other functional objects - such as the engine, in the vehicle

(Stojanović & Hofer-Schmitz, 2019).

There exists many wired and wireless protocols meant for building an intra-vehicle

network. Most notable protocols are CAN, Flexray, LIN, Bluetooth, ZigBee and WiFi

(Berdigh & El Yassini, 2017). All of these protocols have different use cases in the

intra-vehicle network, but the CAN bus is the de-facto standard protocol for providing

access to the vehicle’s On-Board Diagnostics (OBD-II) protocol (Siegel et al., 2018).

OBD-II protocol is included in every modern vehicle today and it provides standardized

access to general information about the car, such as speed, rpm and other statistics, and it

allows the user to see diagnostic data of the vehicle (Coppola & Morisio, 2016; Shetty

et al., 2017; Siegel et al., 2018).

2.2 Connectivity

As connected vehicles are equipped with smart and powerful computers that provide

services and applications to their user, they also need to have some sort of connectivity

that connects these vehicles to outside world, and to other external objects (Berdigh &

El Yassini, 2017; Ghafarian & Sardari, 2020; Mahmood, 2020).

As connected vehicle is mostly an umbrella term and it considers different kinds of

connected vehicle scenarios and architectures (Ghafarian & Sardari, 2020). More

general term for these vehicle communication methods is called Vehicle-to-anything

(V2X ) communication, and these methods form an inter-vehicle network which means

how vehicles are connected to external objects (Berdigh & El Yassini, 2017; Herrnleben

et al., 2019; Stojanović & Hofer-Schmitz, 2019).

Herrnleben et al. (2019) states that V2X vehicle communication methods can be

categorized to two different methods. Vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V ) and
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Vehicle-to-infrastructure (V2I). According to Herrnleben et al. (2019) V2V method

covers the methods which consider direct communication between two or more vehicles,

and V2I allows the communication between vehicle and road side infrastructure.

On top of these communication methods Ghafarian and Sardari (2020), Mahmood

(2020), Siegel et al. (2018) and Stojanović and Hofer-Schmitz (2019) mention two more

connectivity methods - Vehicle-to-cloud (V2C) and Vehicle-to-pedestrian (V2P).

V2C connectivity enables vehicle to transfer and receive data from and to cloud, and in this

way cloud connectivity allows offloading tasks and to manage vehicle from cloud backend

(Ghafarian & Sardari, 2020; Mahmood, 2020). V2P connectivity is used to link vehicle

and pedestrian data together, and thus allowing for vehicles to have more detailed about

information about nearby pedestrian movements (Coppola & Morisio, 2016; Mahmood,

2020).

To enable these connectivity methods there has to be appropriate technology behind

them. For V2V connection dedicated short range communications (DSRC) are used.

Examples of this type of a communication protocols is IEEE 802.11p which is designed

for automotive use (Ghafarian & Sardari, 2020; Herrnleben et al., 2019; Mahmood,

2020). Similarly in V2I connectivity DSRC communication is used for the vehicle to

communicate with road infrastructure, but regular cellular connection between

infrastructure posts are used for general internet connectivity (Ghafarian & Sardari,

2020; Herrnleben et al., 2019; Stojanović & Hofer-Schmitz, 2019). Cellular connection

such LTE and 5G are important for V2C connectivity, as it uses normal internet

connectivity to provide cloud backend services for vehicle, and for V2P cellular

connection and Bluetooth are used for pedestrian connectivity (Berdigh & El Yassini,

2017; Mahmood, 2020; Siegel et al., 2018; Stojanović & Hofer-Schmitz, 2019).

2.3 Connectivity backend

Connected vehicles connectivity methods need backend system to perform needed tasks

to achieve the purpose of that connectivity method (Zhou et al., 2020).

In V2V applications there is not necessarily any remote backend needed to establish this

connectivity, as the vehicle themselves create their own network when in close proximity

with each other (Coppola & Morisio, 2016; Herrnleben et al., 2019; Mahmood, 2020).

This network is called vehicle ad-hoc network (VANET ), which forms its on sub-network

to which vehicles in close proximity connect to, this is accomplished with basic TCP/IP

-protocol (Herrnleben et al., 2019; Mahmood, 2020).

V2V applications can also form their own data processing backend within the VANET

context. These are called either Fog computing environments or vehicular clouds. In these

backends each vehicle works as a distributed computing node, which allows for vehicles

offload and distribute workloads to other vehicles (Datta et al., 2017; Zhou et al., 2020).

V2I connectivity applications are built around roadside units (RSU ) base stations which

communicate with vehicle and in turn that are connected to public internet (Datta et al.,

2017; Herrnleben et al., 2019). These V2I road side unit enables general internet

connectivity and cloud connectivity for connected vehicles (Ghafarian & Sardari, 2020).

V2I applications use cloud services to allow more wide management of connected

vehicles, and cloud also offers powerful computing capabilities (Herrnleben et al., 2019).
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V2P applications also take the advantage of same backend as V2V and V2I applications
(Mahmood, 2020). Pedestrian receive information to their devices from the
infrastructure or from vehicles in these applications (Datta et al., 2017).

V2C applications use cloud or similar system as their sole backend system (Mahmood,
2020). Cloud backend is used to offload tasks to cloud, and to also communicate with
other V2C connected vehicles (Olariu et al., 2017). Cloud backend is also main part in
V2X applications which includes V2V, V2I and V2P connectivity applications (Datta
et al., 2017; Mahmood, 2020). In V2X connectivity applications cloud backend is used
to tie these other connectivity applications together and to provide dedicated backend for
data analysis, management and storage (Datta et al., 2017). This cloud enabled V2X
connectivity can also be thought as Internet of Vehicles (IoV), where every component
such as vehicle, RSU or pedestrian are connected to the cloud, and these components
interact with each other (Mahmood, 2020).

Figure 1: Overview of connected vehicle ecosystem (Coppola & Morisio, 2016)
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3 Research methods

Research articles and papers which were about implementations, and not only general

overviews of possible concepts, of a connected vehicle use case were chosen for review.

The article also had to include of three main components of connected vehicles, which are

a) the vehicle has dedicated in-vehicle gateway

b) vehicle has internet and/or other type of connectivity to outer world

c) vehicle interacts with remote backend, such as cloud service.

Because of this implementations such as intelligent parking services were not included,

because these services do not generally include a gateway that is inside the vehicle, but

instead of rely on a fixed system in parking garage that identifies the parked vehicle.

Implementations which focused around the cloud services or other remote management

service were chosen as primary focus. However if the solution included V2V, V2I or

other V2x type of connectivity on top V2C connectivity the article was deemed as fit.

For searching papers Google Scholar was used for preliminary searches, and from there

searches were refined further in IEEE Explore and in ACM Digital Library. Following

search terms were used:

• ”car” OR ”vehicle” AND ”cloud”

• ”connected” ”car” OR ”vehicle”

• ”vehicle” AND ”to” OR ”cloud” OR ”vehicle” OR ”infrastructure”

• ”car” OR ”vehicle” AND ”connectivity” AND ”cloud”

• ”vehicle” AND ”V2C” OR ”V2V” OR ”V2I”

• ”vehicle” AND ”OBD-II” AND ”cloud”

From these results articles which had topic and abstract that fit the research problem were

chosen, in this stage 80 articles chosen. After carefully reading and choosing the suitable

articles according to defined criteria above a total amount of 21 articles were chosen as

fit for the research problem. These articles were then categorised by their use case type

and if the presented use case implemented two way or one way communication with the

vehicle and remote backend. Summary of all of articles grouped by identified use cases

can be found in table form as appendix B.
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4 Identified use cases

In this chapter identified use cases from literature review are categorized and examined

in more detail. Identified use cases are grouped by their general use case scenario. Use

cases were also separated if the communication between remote backendwas either active,

passive or both.

Active communication means that the remote backend has an active role in the use case

by sending data to the vehicle.

Passive use case means that the vehicle only sends data to remote backend, and remote

backend is passive receiving entity.

Active and passive, referred as hybrid, use cases allow for two-way communication

between the vehicle and remote backend.

4.1 Vehicle state monitoring

Vehicle state monitoring is an use case where the goal of implementation is to monitor

certain data the vehicle is able to transmit via intra-vehicle network. This data could be

for example diagnostics data about the vehicles performance. This data is then sent to

a remote backend. Overall nine (9) total use cases considering vehicle state monitoring

were identified and every single on these utilized passive one-way communication with

the remote backend.

4.1.1 Diagnostic data monitoring

Vehicle diagnostic data refers to data which the vehicle transmits usually via CAN bus

by OBD-II -port. This data includes parameters such as speed, rpm, status of the engine

and possible engine faults (BinMasoud & Cheng, 2019; Kalmeshwar & Nandini Prasad,

2017; Tahat et al., 2012)

BinMasoud and Cheng (2019) implements a monitoring system for gathering vehicle

diagnostic data by utilizing OBD-II protocol. In BinMasoud and Cheng (2019)

implementation standard Raspberry Pi works as in-vehicle gateway, and interaction with

the vehicle is done with standard ELM327 -based OBD-II protocol scanner. Raspberry

Pi gathers and sends this data to a remote server via WiFi connection. The data gathered

in this implementation consists of speed, rpm, engine temperature, fuel trim, engine load

and diagnostic trouble codes (DTC). This diagnostic data is then sent, parsed and

presented in a remote backend system which provides interface for showcasing vehicle

data. BinMasoud and Cheng (2019) also proposes a further use case for this monitoring

system, which utilizes algorithm to analyze gathered fuel mixture data to detect faults in

the engine.

Vehicle diagnostic monitoring implementation byKalmeshwar andNandini Prasad (2017)

and Tahat et al. (2012) also uses similar type of a in-vehicle backend implementation as

BinMasoud and Cheng (2019).

Both use an OBD-II port and OBD-II scanner for acquiring the data from vehicle. The

difference in Kalmeshwar and Nandini Prasad (2017) and Tahat et al. (2012)

implementation that instead of using Raspberry PI type SBC, an Android phone is used
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as the in-vehicle gateway device which to the OBD-II scanner is connected to. The

Android phone is also used as an interface, as the Android phone provides an application

to showcase this data. Main connectivity is built-in to the Android devices and data is

transferred to a remote server via cellular connection. Both Kalmeshwar and

Nandini Prasad (2017) and Tahat et al. (2012) store the diagnostic data on a remote

server, which in the implementation by Tahat et al. (2012) is a simple PHP server with

MySQL database. Kalmeshwar and Nandini Prasad (2017) and Tahat et al. (2012)

obtained similar types of a diagnostic data out of the vehicle such as - engine load, speed,

temperatures, fuel related data, error codes and Tahat et al. (2012) also uses Android

phone’s GPS sensor for acquiring location data of the vehicle. Kalmeshwar and

Nandini Prasad (2017) proposes that this implementation could be used by a repair shop

for monitoring vehicle diagnostic data. Kalmeshwar and Nandini Prasad (2017) states

that their implementation could be used as a tool for controlling vehicle emissions and to

help the vehicle owner understand more about their vehicle and help keeping a

comprehensive log file about the vehicle’s performance.

Türk and Challenger (2018) uses Android based device as the in-vehicle gateway, but

instead of relying on built-in OBD-II port for data gathering, direct connection to CAN

bus is utilized. In addition to vehicle data, such as speed, steering and engine. GPS

location and Inertial Measurement Units (IMU) data is also gathered and combined

together on in-vehicle gateway. The implementation uses custom made CAN-bus

receiver and transmitter hardware that is directly connected to the Android device. This

CAN bus hardware then handles raw SAE J1939 based CAN message frames coming

from the vehicle ECU’s. Gathered data is then sent to a standard web interface via

cellular connection for storage and further analysis. Türk and Challenger (2018)

proposes that this system could be used for a analyzing drivers behaviour on the road.

Diagnostic data monitoring implementation by Ab Rahman et al. (2019) uses a small

microcontroller as the in-vehicle gateway for directly collecting data via a serial port

connection of a motorcycle’s ECU. Collected data is obtained from an electronic fuel

injection unit that has sensors for transmitting data such as rpm, temperature of

instruments, air pressure and oxygen sensors. Collected data is sent as an MQTT

message via a WiFi connection to a remote server that can process and visualize the data.

Ab Rahman et al. (2019) suggests that their implementation would be good use for

analyzing vehicle’s performance and emission levels in more detail.

4.1.2 Monitoring tampering of emission control system

The implementation by Ki et al. (2021) utilizes V2C connectivity for monitoring if the

vehicle’s emission control system has been tampered with. Proposed implementation by

Ki et al. (2021) targets diesel based vehicles which require AdBlue fluid to reduce the

amount of harmful nitrogen oxide. The vehicle manufacturer has set a certain limit for

how much there should AdBlue in the vehicle. This AdBlue amount can be emulated with

emulator dongles that connect to vehicles OBD-II port. These emulators then report back

falsified information back to ECUs that monitors these AdBlue levels.

For in-vehicle gateway Ki et al. (2021) uses standard Raspberry Pi 4 that is connected

directly to the vehicle intra-vehicle network trough a CAN bus with CAN bus receiver

and transmitter. Gathered data is sent to cloud via WiFi connection. Raw J1939 based

CAN frames are mapped as GENIVI VSS signals. GENIVI VSS is standardized way

to vehicle manufactures to represent vehicle data, and Ki et al. (2021) argues that this
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mapping allows the remote cloud backend to be reused by other vehicles. The in-vehicle

gateway also preprocesses the data for detecting early signs of tampering before sending

the data as MQTT messages to the cloud backend for further processing and analyzing.

The cloud backend on implementation by Ki et al. (2021) receives data via an MQTT

broker and is then stored to time-series database - InfluxDB. This data is then processed

further and presented on Grafana as dashboards, which showcase the data in graphical

format and if the vehicle has been tampered with.

For future implementations Ki et al. (2021) proposes to develop a system which ensures

that received CAN frames are authenticated, as with the current there is no way to be

absolutely sure if the received message is actually real. Ki et al. (2021) also mentions

that more reliable in-vehicle gateway caching of a data should be implemented in cases

when there is no internet connectivity. Ki et al. (2021) sees that implementation of an

anti-tampering tool like this showcases the possibility of open source software and

standardization, as every software and hardware used in this implementation was an

open source project. In this case open source software allows for developing a low-cost

and performant anti-tampering monitoring solution.

4.1.3 Collision monitoring and alerting

Emergency monitoring and alerting use cases main goal is to monitor the vehicle and to

detect if the vehicle has had an accident, and if possible to alert emergency services about

the accident.

Srinivasan (2018) implements the vehicle monitoring aspect in a similar fashion as

BinMasoud and Cheng (2019), Kalmeshwar and Nandini Prasad (2017) and Tahat et al.

(2012) described previously. Srinivasan (2018) uses Raspberry PI 4 as the in-vehicle

gateway and vehicle data obtained through OBD-II port with OBD-II scanner tool. This

data is then sent to a mobile application and to a cloud backend. For monitoring if the

vehicle has had an collision Srinivasan (2018) uses vibration sensor which is connected

to the in-vehicle gateway. This sensor detects if certain threshold of vibration is met ,

and then activates GPS and relays this information to the cloud backend.

Singhal et al. (2016) proposes the usage of different microcontrollers to monitor status of

different sensors such as accelerometer and vibration sensor. In this scenario the status of

acceleration is monitored at first and when certain threshold is met then vibration sensor

starts to monitor changes for a possible collision. If collision is detected then with the

usage of a GSM modem in the in-vehicle gateway an SMS emergency message is sent to

authorities. The cloud backend also receives information about the possible collision along

with data such as GPS location. Singhal et al. (2016) mentions that the cloud backend

could be used by hospital, car insurance or a repair shop for notifications about accidents.
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4.2 Vehicle management

Vehicle management use cases are implementations where the focus is not to only

monitor the state of the vehicle, but also manage vehicles via a management interface.

This management interface could reside at remote cloud backend or inside the vehicle as

well. Vehicle management use cases provide services which can convey different kinds

of information and enable, for example, vehicle fleet management or allow for remote

updating of a vehicle. During the literature review eight (8) use-cases were found, with

passive, active and hybrid communication.

4.2.1 Vehicle information services

Vehicle information services provide different kinds of services, these services allow for

showcasing information about vehicles and/or allow transmitting information back to the

vehicle. These information services use the data transmitted by in-vehicle gateway, and

utilize this acquired information to create these services. Total of five (5) information

service use cases of were found, with three (3) use-cases utilizing passive communication,

and two (2) using hybrid two-way communication with the remote backend.

Implementations by Bulut and IIlhan (2019), Hussain et al. (2021) and Shetty et al. (2017)

are use cases with passive communication to the remote backend.

Shetty et al. (2017) presents information service which provides an accessible web

application for accessing vehicles data and to see journey information. The Android

device connected to OBD-II scanner is used to show diagnostic data and trip history of

the vehicle. The cloud backend provides a centralized place for the users to access all the

data that was sent by the vehicle, such as DTC’s and engine related data. Comprehensive

recording of each trip is taken along with location data and video recordings uploaded by

the Raspberry Pi. This cloud backend also provides authentication methods for other

users to create account to the service and to access data. Shetty et al. (2017) proposes

that in future system like this could be made available for insurance companies as it

records camera feed of the journey with other information.

The implementation by Bulut and IIlhan (2019) is an information sharing service which

focuses on creating a web service for the acquired data. Similarly to the implementation

by Shetty et al. (2017), an Android device with OBD-II data is also used. The remote

backend implementation by Bulut and IIlhan (2019) provides several web interfaces and

services for users. This web interface provides real-time view and status of where the

vehicle is currently on the map, and other information such speed, trip time and weather.

This data is then stored to a database from which it can be searched from afterwards. The

user of the application can also create rules to send notifications via SMS, email or push

notifications. The user could set a rule if the trip time exceeds certain amount then an SMS

is sent to a number. Bulut and IIlhan (2019) suggests that this system could be expanded

to include more useful information to the user, as currently it could already be used to

monitor multiple vehicles in real-time.

Vehicle fleet maintenance services are common information services for connected

vehicles. Hussain et al. (2021) presents their own implementation of a vehicle fleet

management service and compares it to 22 different fleet management services by

commercial companies. The goal of implementation by Hussain et al. (2021) is to

provide a service with the ability to perform fleet management, support OBD-II
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diagnostic data, perform data analyzation in the cloud, monitor mechanical performance

of the vehicle, support additional sensors as data points and monitor values such as tire

pressure and coolant levels for predicting failure beforehand. The implementation by

Hussain et al. (2021) supports all these features compared to commercial entities which

only support few of these features. Hussain et al. (2021) defines fleet management

services as a service that enables organizations to manage large amounts of vehicles

through an interface and to make decisions based on that information. Hussain et al.

(2021) uses Android device as the in-vehicle gateway and also as an infotainment

system. Instead of using OBD-II scanner the Android device is connected to other

various sensor which can more exact data about of tyre pressures, fuel amount,

temperature and other data points. Hussain et al. (2021) argues that this way more

detailed and accurate data can be provided as OBD-II diagnostic data is not accurate

enough for to predict serious vehicle faults. The infotainment application is able show

the data gathered by sensors, but it also has the ability to make recommendations to the

user about gas stations or repair stations when it detects the need for these services. The

cloud backend management interface allows for the operator to view detailed

information where each vehicle is, and what their status is. Cloud backend also analyzes

vehicles data to provide accurate trends and predictions of vehicle’s performance, and

the user can for example view each tires pressure or fuel level from a given time frame.

Hussain et al. (2021) concludes that a fleet maintenance system like this with the ability

to predict vehicle maintenance times helps organizations with fleet management needs to

bring costs down, and to rise productivity when the amount of sudden vehicle faults is

brought to minimum.

The implementations by Xu and Yan (2011) and Yogarayan et al. (2017) use hybrid two-

way communication between the vehicle and remote backend. Meaning that the vehicle

is not only sending data to backend, but the backend is able to send information back to

the vehicle.

Information service which use two-way communication between vehicle and remote can

be used to make implementations that offload computational functions to the backend

and to also enable V2V connectivity. The implementation by Yogarayan et al. (2017)

focuses on creating an infotainment system called ”In-Car connected service”. This

system enables the vehicle to view different kinds of information via Android based

infotainment application with the cloud backend analyzing, and processing data sent

from vehicles. It allows for the user to view other vehicles in close proximity and send

alert messages about their vehicle, such as that their tail light is not functioning properly.

The driver can view other drivers messages via on-screen map that also updates positions

of emergency vehicles and possible faults on the road such as accidents. The system also

delivers a push notification to the infotainment device about these events. Yogarayan

et al. (2017) uses the cloud backend to connect different vehicles together and in this

way enabling V2V communication. Yogarayan et al. (2017) states that V2V systems like

this will increase safety as the driver is able to communicate directly with other drivers

on the road, and get notification about possible road incidents.

Xu and Yan (2011) is also utilizing two-way communication in their information service

implementation in similar fashion as Yogarayan et al. (2017) before. Xu and Yan (2011)

is utilizing the cloud backend heavily by creating a service oriented architecture which

allows to create scalable services that provide different kinds of information back to the

vehicle. The platform created by Xu and Yan (2011) allows for not only analyzing vehicle

data, but allows for services that can make active suggestions to the vehicle based on
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received data context. Xu and Yan (2011) presents an use case in which vehicle has a

broken part and cloud backend is utilizing vehicle data, location information, repair station

database and mapping service to navigate the vehicle to a repair station which has the

required part on the shelf. The cloud backend allows for the usage of different data points

to make these decisions and then communicate these results back to the vehicle. Xu and

Yan (2011) states that service based system like this which uses various data points makes

it possible to create new kinds of smart applications for vehicles in scalable way.

4.2.2 Remote updating of vehicle

Remote updating of vehicle is an use case where the cloud backend in-vehicle gateway

connectivity is used to update the software of the vehicle remotely. This use case utilizes

active one-way communication with the vehicle, essentially meaning that vehicle does not

necessarily transmit data to remote backend at all.

Kim and Park (2019) states that there are two possible software endpoints in a vehicle

which could be updated remotely via over-the-air (OTA) update mechanism. OTA means

a way to update software of a device wirelessly, and in a vehicle this can be applied as

Software OTA update which targets vehicles infotainment system, or as a firmware OTA

update which updates vehicle’s ECUs firmware.

Both Kim and Park (2019) and Stević et al. (2018) have described the in-vehicle gateway

in similar fashion. The OTA gateway in the vehicle is responsible for receiving the

updates and applying it correct places, which are either the infotainment system or

ECU’s in the vehicle. Kim and Park (2019) specifies that these updates are distributed

from manufacturer’s servers to update servers that then distributes the update via a

cellular LTE connection to the vehicle. The user has to approve the update via

infotainment interface before the update process begins.

Stević et al. (2018) however presents this update interface as a remote management

interface which is connected to the cloud backend that handles the update process. From

this interface the user can view and manage what updates are available and choose which

ones to install. For system critical updates the manufacturer can override this user

control and apply updates that, for example affect firmware of ECU’s. Stević et al.

(2018) mentions that this system is also fault tolerant as it is possible to return to

previous version of software in case of problems, and the system also halts when there is

a problem during the update process.

Stević et al. (2018) states that a system like this could be used to make application store

for users to manage their application in the vehicle, and Kim and Park (2019) suggests

that a remote updating system like this would help vehicle manufacturers to manage their

vehicles remotely and also help by increase safety if it is noticed afterwards that the

vehicle’s software has life threatening software bug.
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4.3 Vehicle state controlling

Vehicle control assists is an use case category which considers use cases where the

application or service is supposed to either control and manage the vehicle itself, or

assist the driver of the vehicle with services and application. These vehicle control

assists application and services can modify the state of the vehicle directly or provide an

interface - in-vehicle infotainment or remote management interface, for user to control

the state of their vehicle. Total of six (6) use cases considering vehicle control assist use

cases were found, from which all are using two-way communication between the vehicle

and remote backend.

4.3.1 Adaptive suspension control

Mihály et al. (2017) and Zhang et al. (2016) are suggesting the use of V2C connectivity to

implement a system which is able to predict, calculate and actively control the suspension

of a vehicle to create more comfortable and safer ride.

In both implementations by Mihály et al. (2017) and Zhang et al. (2016) the in-vehicle

gateway transmits data about suspension, vehicle location, and other data about vehicle’s

exact performance which is gathered straight from the ECUs. Gathered data is then

transmitted to cloud backend for further processing. Zhang et al. (2016) uses the cloud to

calculate estimated usage of the suspension by utilizing received data from the vehicle

and road information database. Mihály et al. (2017) uses cloud backend in similar way

but they also combine data received from other vehicles about road surface conditions, to

calculate look-ahead estimate of how the suspension should be adjusted.

Once the data is collected and analyzed and processed in the cloud backend, it is then sent

to back to the vehicle. The actuators which control suspension are adjusted accordingly

to compensate for the predicted uneven road surface (Mihály et al., 2017; Zhang et al.,

2016).

Zhang et al. (2016) concluded that according to tests, the algorithm they created for the

system was able to accurately estimate upcoming road conditions very effectively and

there was very little difference compared to estimation and actual road conditions.

According to tests made by Mihály et al. (2017), the adaptive suspension system was

able to eliminate sudden road bumps greatly. Mihály et al. (2017) suggests that an

adaptive suspension control system like this could improve passenger comfort, but

Zhang et al. (2016) concludes that V2C system like this needs to be more fault tolerant

against networks errors, such as high latency and missing data, and that this is a concern

for future research.

4.3.2 Battery usage optimization

As the amount of electric vehicles and hybrid vehicle is growing, there is a concern for how

to effectively manage the battery life of these vehicles. Hou and Song (2020) proposes

the usage of V2C connectivity to optimize the battery usage of electric busses.

Hou and Song (2020) implementation sends battery related data, such as current usage and

battery amount to the cloud backend, location data and information about trip is also sent.

The cloud backend is using multiple data points to perform complex calculations on how

to manage energy. Cloud backend is using data sent by other vehicles to predict current
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traffic and take this account when performing calculations on how to use the battery.

The calculated data in the cloud is then sent back to the vehicle, where the EMS (Energy

Management System) adjusts the battery usage accordingly. The tests by Hou and Song

(2020) indicate that this proposed system is able to save 40% more battery than

conventional system, and would help bring total costs down. Hou and Song (2020) notes

that for future work, the system needs to optimized for network errors, as these might

cause inaccuracies when controlling the battery of the vehicle.

4.3.3 Safety based route assisting

Standard navigation applications usually generate optimal route entirely based on

shortest route, and in some cases include other variables such as road construction and

traffic congestion. The implementation by Li et al. (2016) proposes the usage of V2C

connectivity to create an application which can assists the driver to take most safest

route.

Li et al. (2016) uses several data points such data sent by other vehicles and data

gathered from public road crash databases to predict safety risk within each route.

Vehicles themselves send information about the vehicle, such as location, diagnostic

data and destination, to the cloud backend.

The cloud backend calculates the optimal route based on calculated ”road risk index”,

which uses information such as real time traffic information, weather, road surface

conditions and historical data about previous road accidents. This calculated route is

then relayed back to the vehicle, and is constantly evaluated against received data on the

cloud backend (Li et al., 2016). Notes that Li et al. (2016) the usage of V2C is the key

enabler of a application like this, because the cloud backend allows for high performance

computation of several data points.

4.3.4 Remote controlling of a vehicle

Connected vehicle technologies allow for creating many services and applications that

wouldn’t be simply possible before. One of the most interesting applications is offloading

the control of the vehicle to a remote service. Esen et al. (2015) proposes a novel Control

as a service application by utilizing V2C connectivity, for offloading vehicles ECUs, and

main control logic to a cloud backend.

In the implementation by Esen et al. (2015) the vehicle itself only has the necessary control

signal receiving unit and actuators which activate throttle, braking and steering actions of

the vehicle, and WiFi gateway for sending data to the cloud backend. When a control

signal is sent, eg. steer the vehicle to left, to the vehicle it is sent to a WiFi gateway which

relays the message to the cloud backend.

The cloud backend in implementation by Esen et al. (2015) processes these control

signals by sending the signal to a virtual ECU (vECU ). This vECU is programmed to

handle incoming control signals, and then send back the computed information back to

the vehicle. The signal from cloud backend vECU is sent to the vehicle actuators which

controls the physical object it is connected to eg. a wheel. Esen et al. (2015) also

implemented management interface for the cloud backend, which allows to show

information about the vehicle and also control the vehicle via a management interface.
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Esen et al. (2015) conducted an experiment of this system where cloud backend was

located to a distant data center, and observed tolerable latency levels between the vehicle

and cloud backend. Remote controlling system like this could be used to create

applications where the performance of in-vehicle ECU is lacking.

4.3.5 Driving assist system with digital twin

Driving assist is an use cases where the connected vehicle technology is used to help

the driver of the vehicle to drive more safely and to be more aware of their surrounding.

Wang et al. (2020) is proposing the usage of V2C connectivity and ”digital twin”, to create

a system which offloads driving assistant system to a remote backend. Digital twin is a

novel concept for creating a virtual replication of a physical real world object. Wang et al.

(2020) is using digital twin to create a virtual replication of the physical world the vehicle

and driver is in, and replicating that exact same surrounding in cloud backend for enabling

accurate simulation of real world situations.

The in-vehicle backend in implementation by Wang et al. (2020) is dubbed as ”physical

world”, and uses standard cellular connection with the in-vehicle gateway device which

has infotainment capabilities and necessary components for relaying vehicle data to remote

backend. This remote backend is done with V2C connectivity and Wang et al. (2020)

refers this cloud backend as ”cyber world”, and uses it to create virtual replication - a

digital twin, of the vehicle. The cloud backend is used to make complex calculations and

simulations based on the received data, and the cloud backend is able to simulate and

evaluate how other vehicles, that are connected to the cloud backend, are behaving on the

road.

Wang et al. (2020) uses this digital twin system to present an use case where the driver of

the vehicle is assisted on ramp merging traffic situations. In this use case demonstration

both vehicles are connected to the cloud backend, and have digital twins created of them.

Wang et al. (2020) demonstrates this use case with situation where one vehicle is merging

from a ramp to the highway in middle of two V2C enabled vehicles. With the help of

in-vehicle infotainment system and digital twin simulations, drivers are shown accurate

speed they have to match for the ramp emerging situation to succeed. For each vehicle in

this demonstration the cloud backend system calculates at what speed each vehicle has to

drive so that vehicle on the ramp can successfully join in between the other two vehicles

on the highway. This desired speed is then presented to the driver of the vehicle who then

has to maintain this speed.

Wang et al. (2020) notes that system like this demonstrates the possible capabilities of

V2C enabled digital twin system for connected vehicles, and for future research suggests

to include other traffic related scenarios where this system could be beneficial.
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5 Discussion

The main goal of thesis was to perform a literature review to answer the research question

of - What use cases there are for connected vehicle. Other goal of this thesis was to

also see if the identified use cases could be differentiated to distinct categories.

The articles for this thesis were chosen according to the definition of a connected vehicle,

which in short is defined as follows: a) the vehicle has in-vehicle gateway device, b) the

vehicle is capable of communicating with outside objects , c) the vehicle is connected to

a remote backend.

Identified use cases were first defined as passive, active or hybrid communication use

cases. This definition was chosen to help to differentiate main use case categories from

each other, and to understand what kind of a communication there was between the vehicle

and remote backend. Passive communication means that the vehicle is only transmitting

data to the remote backend, and the remote backend is passively receiving data from the

vehicle. Active communication means that only remote backend is actively sending data

to the vehicle, and the vehicle is only receiving data. Hybrid communication means that

there is a two-way communication, passive and active, between the vehicle and remote

backend. Vehicle is also transmitting data to the remote backend, and also receiving data

from it.

During the literature review three (3) distinct main use case categories were identified, and

for these more specific use case application were also identified. Table with use cases, and

communication methods listed can be found as appendix B.

5.1 Findings

Vehicle state monitoring use cases focus on how and what data can be monitored and

transmitted from the vehicle to the remote backend. Use cases of these category all used

passive one-way communication between the vehicle and remote backend, and total of

three (3) types of monitoring use cases were found.

Five (5) applications were found that monitored the diagnostic data of the vehicle, and

sent this data to the remote backend for further analysis. For gathering diagnostic data of

the vehicle BinMasoud and Cheng (2019), Kalmeshwar and Nandini Prasad (2017) and

Tahat et al. (2012) used standard OBD-II diagnostics protocol port to gather data about the

vehicle’s speed, engine rpm, fault codes and data which can be used to drawn conclusions

about vehicles performance. Another way by Ab Rahman et al. (2019) and Türk and

Challenger (2018) to monitor diagnostic data was to connect directly to ECUs of vehicle

by direct connection to the underlying CAN bus or by custom serial connection to the

ECU. In all of these monitoring use cases by Ab Rahman et al. (2019), BinMasoud and

Cheng (2019), Kalmeshwar and Nandini Prasad (2017), Tahat et al. (2012) and Türk and

Challenger (2018) the acquired data was sent to a remote cloud backend via either cellular

or WiFi connection.

Other monitoring use case application found were application for monitoring vehicle’s

emission values by Ki et al. (2021), and monitoring if the vehicle has had an collision

implemented by Singhal et al. (2016) and Srinivasan (2018). For detecting if vehicle’s

emission control systems have been tampered with Ki et al. (2021) used a standard

Raspberry Pi SBC (Small Board Computer) connected to vehicle’s CAN bus for
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monitoring nitrogen oxide (NOx) emission values, and sent this data to cloud backend

for further analyzing to detect if the vehicle is equipped with a device that tries to report

falsified information about the NOx emission control system. Singhal et al. (2016) and

Srinivasan (2018) both used a vibration sensor for monitoring if the vehicle has had a

collision. The sensors in vehicles detect if certain threshold of vibration is met, and then

sends location and diagnostic data to the remote backend, for generating an alert to

emergency services.

Vehicle management use cases concern applications and services which aim is to utilize

the vehicle monitoring applications to create services for managing various vehicles or

singular vehicle via a dedicated interface. Where vehicle state monitoring use cases were

about how and what can be monitored, vehicle management use cases were about how

this monitoring data can be used to manage vehicles. Three (3) use cases used passive

communication method, two (2) used hybrid communication and two (2) used active

communication method.

Most dominant use case in this category were vehicle information services. These

information services provide many functionalities concerning vehicle management, but

in the end all of them had basic way of presenting vehicle data either on interface that

resides in cloud or on vehicle’s infotainment system. Total of five (5) identified

management use cases were vehicle information services. The implementations Bulut

and IIlhan (2019), Hussain et al. (2021) and Shetty et al. (2017) utilized passive

communication method, and all of them offered management interface on the cloud

backend with live overview of one or more vehicle’s data. Implementation by Bulut and

IIlhan (2019) offered features for the user to create rules for sending alert’s when some

values of the vehicle were met, such as trip time. The service by Hussain et al. (2021)

offered a vehicle fleet management service which allowed for monitoring several vehicle

on a live map at once. This service could also provide historical information about the

vehicle’s performance - such as the amount of tire pressure decreasing overtime. Usage

of two-way communication method by Xu and Yan (2011) and Yogarayan et al. (2017)

allowed for creating information services which send information back to the vehicle’s

infotainment system. Yogarayan et al. (2017) utilized this connectivity method to create

a V2V connectivity service in which the driver was able to see from the map provided by

infotainment system, if there are reported road incidents by other vehicles. This V2V

connectivity was created with V2C connectivity where all vehicle transmit to and receive

data from the cloud. Xu and Yan (2011) implemented a smart vehicle repair service,

which was able to automatically recommend correct repair shop for the user in case of

broken part and also to navigate to a repair shop which has this broken part available.

The service implemented by Xu and Yan (2011) uses multiple data points provided by

the vehicle to make these decision.

Only use cases using active communication method were applications for updating the

vehicle remotely. In this use case the management of vehicle is more prominent because

the vehicle was actively managed via a management interface, by altering its state with

software updates. In both implementations by Kim and Park (2019) and Stević et al.

(2018) the vehicle has an OTA gateway which is used to distribute over-the-air (OTA)

updates from remote backend to the vehicle, via cellular connection. Stević et al. (2018)

specified that these OTA updates are managed from a web interface where the user can

choose which updates to install to the vehicle. Where as Kim and Park (2019) used the in-

vehicle infotainment system as the management interface for approving incoming update

requests coming from the manufacturer.
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Vehicle state controlling use case category can be essentially seen as combination of

vehicle state monitoring, and vehicle management use cases. The vehicle state controlling

use case applications and services use functionalities provided by both of these to control

the state of the vehicle itself, or to provide assisting functionalities directly to the driver.

Total of six (6) different use case types considering vehicle state controlling were found,

and all of these use cases utilized two-way hybrid communication between vehicle and

remote backend.

Three use cases were found which directly used the remote backend to adjust and control

the state of vehicle’s functions. Mihály et al. (2017) and Zhang et al. (2016) used V2C

connectivity to create a vehicle control application to adjust suspension dynamically. Both

Mihály et al. (2017) and Zhang et al. (2016) used in-vehicle sensors to gather data from the

road, and then used other data points in the cloud backend to calculate how the suspensions

should be adjusted given the upcoming road conditions. This calculated data is then sent

back to the vehicle where suspensions are adjusted accordingly by the in-vehicle system.

Hou and Song (2020) used V2C connectivity in a similar fashion to optimize the battery

usage of hybrid/electric vehicle’s. In this implementation by Hou and Song (2020), the

vehicle sends appropriate information about the vehicle data, and in cloud backend various

other data sources are used to determine correct usage of the battery that is then sent back

to the vehicle.

This V2C connectivity can also be used to create route assisting system which constantly

evaluates the safety of suggested routes. The implementation by Li et al. (2016) used data

from road crash databases, and data sent by other vehicle to determine the most safest

route for the driver to take. This safe route suggestions is not only an one time suggestion,

but during the whole drive to the destination the cloud backend system is evaluating safety

of the route, and informs the driver of changing conditions.

Esen et al. (2015) presented a novel idea of moving the main control logic of the vehicle

to a remote cloud backend. Where ordinary vehicle has ECUs (electronic control units)

inside the vehicle controlling the vehicle’s function when a control signal is received,

Esen et al. (2015) virtualizes these ECUs in the cloud backend. When the vehicle receives

control signal, such as accelerate, the vehicle only relays this information to the cloud

backend where control logic is applied by these vECUs. Information is then sent back to

the vehicle where actuators of objects are activated accordingly.

Connecting multiple vehicles to V2C connectivity and cloud based remote backend

enables the creation of informative driving assisting system. Wang et al. (2020) used

these technologies to create a ”digital twin” in the cloud backend. This digital twin is

essentially a digital replication of real physical word, and is able simulate actions of real

world. Wang et al. (2020) created a driving assist application which can help drivers in

situations where there is another vehicle merging from a ramp to highway. Vehicles in

this situation are equipped with infotainment system which showcases at what speed they

have to drive, so the merging vehicle can merge successfully and safely to the highway.
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5.2 Implications

The main goal of thesis was to find what kind of an use cases there are for connected

vehicles, and secondary goal was to see if it’s possible to categorize these use cases to

clear categories. During the literate review it became apparent that the general use case of

connected vehicles are - vehicle state monitoring, vehicle management and vehicle state

controlling.

Vehicle state monitoring use cases cover what can kind of a data can be monitored with

connected vehicle technologies, and how this can be monitored and how it can

potentially be used further. Vehicle management use cases can be seen as an extension

to vehicle state monitoring, as some of these use cases - mainly vehicle information

services use vehicle monitoring to create applications and services for managing one or

multiple vehicles. These vehicle management use cases typically provide some kind of

an interface for enabling better overview of the vehicle’s status. Vehicle state controlling

use cases provide applications and services that are able to directly alter some state of the

vehicle or provide assistive functions for the driver. In this use case vehicle monitoring

capabilities are also used with the help of vehicle management functionalities that

usually the remote backend provides.

By considering the results of the thesis it could be concluded that higher level use cases

depend on lower lever uses cases. Where vehicle state controlling use cases are higher

level and vehicle state monitoring use cases are lower level. In this regard vehicle state

controlling depends on vehicle management which then depends on vehicle state

monitoring use cases.

5.3 Contributions

This thesis provides a preliminary look of the connected vehicle ecosystem, by providing

definition of what the connected vehicle consists of, and what kind of a applications and

services can be created with connected vehicle technologies. Framework for connected

vehicle use case scenarios is also established, which could help differentiate connected

vehicle applications and services to clear categories.

5.4 Limitations and future research

Main limitation of this thesis is the considerably low amount of literature that was

reviewed. For this thesis 21 references were used for the literature review, and the

further review of additional literature could introduce additional use case categories.

Other limitations is the variety of different definitions for a connected vehicle, where in

some literature vehicles which didn’t include in-vehicle gateway were considered as

connected vehicle. These use cases were typically a smart parking tool where parking lot

has sensors for detecting the vehicle. Expanding this definition of connected vehicle to

include use cases as this could introduce additional use case categories.

For future research it would be recommended to perform a more systematic literature

review, where different definitions of a connected vehicle are consideredmore thoroughly,

and more literature is included in the review. The topic could also be expanded towards

the implementation of these use scenarios, and to examine what is the common way to

implement certain use case application and service.
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6 Conclusion

As the world is going to more be connected in future it is clear to assume that the future

of the vehicles is also more connected. This boom of connectivity is also supported by

the cheapening of technology thus enabling easier and cheaper way to include more

powerful computers inside vehicles. Also the general explosion with cloud computing

and Internet-of-Thing technologies further reduces the barrier for creating more

connected vehicles. These connected vehicles are defined as follow; a) the vehicle has

in-vehicle gateway platform b) vehicle is able to connect to outside world c) vehicle is

connected the surrounding environment (Coppola & Morisio, 2016; Mahmood, 2020).

Connected vehicles are clear path forward, but what are the actual use cases for these

possible connected vehicle applications and services? This was the main research

questions for this thesis, with the secondary goal of trying to see if there is a clear way to

categorize these connected vehicle use case scenarios. This research question was

answered by performing a literature review of 21 publications that implemented and

proposed connected vehicle applications and service, which fulfilled the definition of a

connected vehicle.

Connected vehicle use cases can be categorized to three (3) distinct categories. Vehicle

state monitoring use cases, where AbRahman et al. (2019), BinMasoud and Cheng (2019),

Kalmeshwar and Nandini Prasad (2017), Tahat et al. (2012) and Türk and Challenger

(2018) implemented vehicle diagnostic data monitoring applications, and Ki et al. (2021)

monitored if the vehicles emission control system had been tampered with. Furthermore

Singhal et al. (2016) and Srinivasan (2018) monitored if the vehicle has had a collision.

Main purpose of vehicle state monitoring use cases was to see what data of the vehicle

can be monitored and how.

Second found use case category was vehicle management use cases, where the monitoring

functionalities were used to create applications and services to manage multiple vehicles.

Most prominent use case scenario was vehicle information services implement by Bulut

and IIlhan (2019), Hussain et al. (2021), Shetty et al. (2017), Xu and Yan (2011) and

Yogarayan et al. (2017) which provided management interfaces and other smart features

for vehicles, such as integrating navigation system to car repair service or to perform

fleet management of multiple vehicles. Other management scenario were vehicle remote

updating use case implemented by Kim and Park (2019) and Stević et al. (2018).

Third use case category was vehicle state controlling, which used connected vehicle

technologies to control the state of the vehicle or to provide driving assists for the driver.

These control scenarios also utilize monitor and management technologies to provide

these services. Mihály et al. (2017) and Zhang et al. (2016) created application for

dynamically controlling vehicle’s suspension by utilizing cloud computing for

calculating road conditions. Similarly Hou and Song (2020) utilized cloud technologies

for optimizing battery usage of an electric vehicle. Li et al. (2016) used the cloud

backend and various data points to generate safe route recommendations for the driver.

Vehicle remote controlling use case was implemented by Esen et al. (2015), where the

main control logic of a vehicle was offloaded to a cloud backend. Cloud backend was

also utilized heavily by Wang et al. (2020) to create a digital twin, a digital replicant of

the physical world for simulating and assisting driver in highway ramp merging

situations.
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Main contribution and implications of the result of this thesis is that preliminary

framework was established for defining and categorizing connected vehicle use case

scenarios. These three main use case scenarios can be viewed from top to bottom where

the vehicle state control scenarios are at the top and then comes vehicle management,

and then vehicle state monitoring scenarios. It was apparent that vehicle state controlling

applications and services also use same kind of a backend technologies provided as

management and monitoring applications. For future research on this topic it is

recommended to include more literature in the review, and to also create more clear rules

for defining main use case categories. More systematic literature review is preferred

because of the size of the topic. Future research could also be expanded to include

description of how certain use case scenarios are commonly implemented, and what is

the preferred way to create this use case implementation.
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Appendix A Research plan

Research plan for Bachelor’s thesis

Introduction

With the ever rising connectivity of the world it is only reasonable to except vehicles

get more connected. Vehicles are no longer seen as a closed down singular entities, but

more as a moving gateways that can communicate with each other and other surrounding

infrastructure.

Previously the software considering vehicles was tied down to that singular vehicle, but

with the move to connected vehicle software is moving outwards, by being connected to

cloud, infrastructure and other vehicles. Cloud connectivity of vehicle allows offloading

certain functions to backend software, and also for new applications to be created in

automotive domain (Traub et al., 2017).

Research problem and research methods

Research problem is to perform an literature review of what kind of an applications and

use cases there are for connected vehicle scenarios. Research question isWhat use cases

there are for connected vehicles?

Scope and limitations

Research problem scope is limited to V2C (Vehicle-to-cloud) scenarios, but with

keeping in mind how V2C applications and use cases also benefit other V2I,V2V,V2X

etc. scenarios.

Use cases are limited to software applications which implement a systemwhere the vehicle

is able to communicate with the cloud backend system, or cloud backend is used for other

functionalities.

Preliminary earlier research

Definition of a connected vehicle generally follows three principles (Coppola & Morisio,

2016, p. 4):

a) the vehicle has in-vehicle device or user brought device which are used for

applications

b) the vehicle has connectivity to internet and/or to other vehicles or infrastructure

c) the vehicle is capable of interacting with services and devices, such as cloud back

ends or other vehicles

There are several implementations of vehicular communications and these include;

Vehicle-to-vehicle (V2C), Vehicle-to-infrastructure (V2I), Vehicle-to-everything (V2X),

and Vehicle-to-cloud (V2C).

For this thesis we are going to concentrate on the vehicle-to-cloud use cases, as cloud

backend on several other vehicular communication methods can be used to offload certain
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functions such as data processing and storage (Mahmood, 2020, p. 27).

Vehicle-to-cloud vehicular communications allows for the connected vehicle to transfer

data and other information to cloud backend. This cloud backend could be then used for re-

purposing the received information, or to act as a access gateway to the vehicle (Ghafarian

& Sardari, 2020).

There are several use cases for V2C software applications, and few examples are as

follows.

In cloud-based navigation systems the route planning is offloaded to the cloud backend,

which in turn allows for a quicker route planning and more efficient routes to be shown for

the driver (Rangarajan et al., 2012). This cloud-based navigation could also use any other

data points that are provided to the cloud. Such as locations of other vehicles to determine

traffic congestion in certain area (Yogarayan et al., 2017).

Vehicle maintenance and monitoring service is a system in which mechanic, car

manufacturer, or other controller can observe the status of the vehicle, and perform

maintenance operations on it (Coppola & Morisio, 2016). In this use case the vehicle

transmits technical information to cloud backend controlled by the infrastructure

controller, in which the data is stored and processed. (Häberle et al., 2015).
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Appendix B Use cases table

Communication method

Publication Use case Passive Active

Vehicle state monitoring

BinMasoud and Cheng (2019) Diagnostic data x

Kalmeshwar and Nandini Prasad (2017) Diagnostic data x

Türk and Challenger (2018) Diagnostic data x

Tahat et al. (2012) Diagnostic data x

Ab Rahman et al. (2019) Diagnostic data x

Ki et al. (2021) Emission values x

Srinivasan (2018) Collision monitoring x

Singhal et al. (2016) Collision monitoring x

Vehicle management

Shetty et al. (2017) Information service x

Hussain et al. (2021) Information service x

Bulut and IIlhan (2019) Information service x

Yogarayan et al. (2017) Information service x x

Xu and Yan (2011) Information service x x

Kim and Park (2019) Remote updating x

Stević et al. (2018) Remote updating x

Vehicle state controlling

Zhang et al. (2016) Adaptive suspension x x

Mihály et al. (2017) Adaptive suspension x x

Hou and Song (2020) Battery usage optimization x x

Li et al. (2016) Safe routing x x

Esen et al. (2015) Remote controlling x x

Wang et al. (2020) Driving assist x x
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